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Prestigious address for
solar energy solutions.
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R&D

To become a company progressing to be a world
leader and making difference in the industry, being
priority with customer focus and high quality in all
products and services, providing support with
energy sources not harming the nature of human
future and the planet, offering in this respect new
technologies to human beings.

our MISSION
To be a company living as a family of all employees
and enjoying to be a part of it, spreading the use of
solar energy, constantly increasing the quality of
services, supporting the future of human beings
with new technologies, leading to provide the
energy needs of our race with clean technologies.

nature to energy..

www.goenerji.com.tr

Since 2002…
GO ENERJI held solar energy projects with total power of over
50MW in Turkey and 100 MW around the globe with providing
engineering, procurement and construction services since 2002.
Apart from projects for investors, domestic & foreign companies,
GO ENERJI is the address for high-security public buildings and
unique projects those require precise engineering and perfect
service. This makes GO ENERJI a choice for national and
international clients for 100% satisfaction.

5 CONTINENTS
From USA to Australia,
GO ENERJI held many projects
in more than 16 different
countries in 5 different
continents.

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
Thanks to our experience
since 2002 and different kind
of clients from private
investors, governments and
multinational
institutions,
our services processed and
provided with our own unique
and
strict
professional
procedures and techniques.

This makes the projects
implemented properly for the
needs and makes the results
perfect.

QUALITY
APPROACH
Our ambition is to create the
World a modern but natural
and sustainable home for
civilized humanity. Along with
our research and development projects constantly
working for more than 18
years, we have a scientific
approach for the services we
provide.
This
scientific
knowledge makes us provide
high quality solutions…

We are the address for
Prestigious Projects

SERVICES AND PRODUCTS
HIGHEST QUALITY
SOLUTIONS
Thanks to our more than 18 years of experience in the solar market, international projects, different clients from governments, high level companies to private investors
as well as the R&D knowledge we have, we provide the most comprehensive and highest quality solutions, including aftersales services.

SOLAR ENERGY

SOLAR POWER

We provide turnkey solar energy system
installations including engineering,
procurement and construction. As well
as, we offer designing and consultancy
services seperately where needed.

For investors conserning high quality
solutions, GO ENERJİ is address for
turnkey solar power plant installations
from 1MW to 1GW and more power
with its own brand GOENGES®.

SYSTEMS

PLANTS

Special projects with high security for
governments are in the scope.
. Rooftop.
. Carport.
. Building Integrated (BIPV)
. Façade
. Flexible Canopy

LAMPS

With the results of our R&D
knowledge and experience, we
manufacture and proudly provide the
WORLD’s HIGHEST QUALITY solar
powered street and road lamps.
New generation of solar lamps
With lifetime warranty as
THE ONE ONLY in the WORLD.

Expert engineering projects such as
architectural challanging and/or custom
design solar modules are needed ones,
are what we are experienced and
love to work for…
Aftersales:
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SOLAR POWERED

Maintenance
Service

Quality Analysis
Service

Insurance
Service

The most comprehensive
maintenance service for
solar energy investments
is provided by GO ENERJI,
including
24/7
monitoring and on-site
intervention guarantees.

If you want to know your
existing
solar
investments quality status
and want to certify it, our
detailed and best in class
examination service is for
you.

Looking for “All Included”
insurance?
We
have
partnerships with globally
leading
insurance
companies and provide a
100% full coverage for
your investments.

BEST in CLASS
SOLUTIONS
High quality and more profitable investments
with GO ENERJI services and solutions.

MORE

ALL INCLUDED

ELECTRICITY

WARRANTY

Thanks to our engineering knowledge
and the high quality products we use,
our solar energy solutions can produce
more than common ones.

Not only for modules’ performances but
also whole solutions provided by
GO ENERJI are under warranty for
engineering and whole performances.

23%

30 years

up to

PROACTIVE

MORE

MAINTENANCE

LIFESPAN
With right designing and engineering,
correct manufacturing teqniques, as
well as with high quality equipment, our
solar solutions can last longer than
common solution in market.

Time is money for our clients. With te
awareness of it, we track and monitor
our cliemts’ investments 24/7, can
predict any possible errors and be on
site immediately when needed.

UNIQUE

LESS NEEDED

INSURANCE

INTERVENTION

We know what our clients need.
Together with World’s
leading
insurance companies, we mediate
100% coverage protection.
* The FIRST and ONLY
in TURKEY

Our solutions designed with high
quality perfectly fits eachouther
equipment don’t need as much
intervention as common solutions need.
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WE WORK
FOR YOU TO EARN

Our knowledge and experience is for
your increased benefits and earnings
from your investments, via all of our
solutions.

Designing a solar energy solution is the key
part of a project. From basic to complicated
needs, our engineering knowledge is here for
you to provide much more for you to use,
to earn and to benefit.

Aftersales services can change the performance
and the lifespan of solar energy solutions.
Our detailed solutions lets you take advantage
of your investments for a long, uninterrupted
time.

www.goenerji.com.tr

%106 Income

%100

+ %8

REGULAR PROFIT

24/7 THERMAL MONITORING
Performance and security monitoring
with special sensors and cameras for
other than regular thermal wavelengths.

WITHOUT
MAINTENANCE

24/7 ELECTRICAL MONITORING
Monitoring all electrical equipment via
special sensors with personell together
with our autonomous system softwares.

GO ENERJİ
MAINTENANCE

%28
+ %3
+ %3
+ %97/24 Kalite ve Performans Takibi
SOLAR KALKAN – ANALİZ™ dahil
edildiğinde size %11’e varan gelir artışı
sağlayabilmektedir.
%96
%91

SOLAR
KALKAN®
ANALYSIS

REGULAR
CLEANING

EFFICIENCY
DECREASE

REGULAR CLEANING
Cleaning and wipe off the dirt, dust, ween
and etc. formed over time, with special
techniques and equipment.

REGULAR FIELD INVESTIGATION
As an addition to the autonomous
detection, regular field assesments,
general investigations.

COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICES

LONGER
LIFESPAN

UNINTERRUPTED
INCOME

%83

EMERGENCY
RESPONSE

YOUR INCOME IS
UNDER PROTECTION
With GO ENERJİ’s aftersales services, your
solar energy investment is protected
comprehensively. And with this way
you obtain more earnings up to 28%.

Values are provided with the real experiences obtained earlier.
Different sites may cause different results.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM
Whereever your investment is, whatever the date and time is, we guarantee to
step in any technical issue which may cause you income loss, urgently within 3 Hours.

MORE
EARNING

Your investment becomes longer lasting with those detailed aftersales
services. At the same time, decreasing productivity is prevented, hence
that means extra earnings. Preventing the emargency situations, or
acting urgently for that cases, lets your income uninterreptud.

24/7 CONTACT CENTER
Technical support center reachable via
e-mail, phone, and videocommunication
available every day and time.

REMOTE ACCESS AND REPORTING
Special user interface for the investor to
see all the parameters and actions made,
with reporting function.

WORLDWIDE
REFERENCES

Turkey’s
LEADER
international company
*Based on solar energy projects..

5 Continents

16 COUNTRIES*

GOENGES®

. Ukraine

. Afghanistan

. Romania

. Kuwait

. Australia

. Ethiopia
. Djibouti
. Benin
. Mauritania

AMERICA

. Syria

. Papua New Guinea

AFRICA

. Netherlands

. Bahrain

AUSTRALIA

. Turkey

ASIA

EUROPE

High quality, reliable
solar energy investments

. United States of America
. Haiti

*by the end of 2019.

Some of our clients:

GOENGES® is the trademark of GO Enerji for its solar energy power plants.
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WHY WE DO
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

TO KNOW
the SCIENCE
BEHIND
We, as a solar energy
solutions
implementer
company, should
know the science
behind of what we
are doing. This
brings us lots of
capabilities.
And yes, we take
advantage of doing
R&D and its gains.

Lab

DEVELOPING NEW TECHNOLOGIES

VENERATION.

We know what our clients want and require. They
are the decision makers. In order to satisfy them
with their investments and to meet the needs, to
provide better experiences and to increase the
profits we work for developing new technologies
as well as techniques and procedures.

“

TO PROVIDE BETTER SOLUTIONS
EXPERIMENTING the SCIENCE
Thanks to our R&D works, we exactly know the technical
details of our business even in partical physics basis.
This teaches us how to solve problems and to provide
better solutions such as increased efficiency, lifespan and
consistency.
Our scientific knowledge lets us to create new solutions.
Such as designing a custom made solar module when a
project needs, develope new products and also create our
own procedures and techniques.
This is why GO ENERJI’s solar energy designs and
installations provide more advantages and profits.
This is the reason why GO ENERJI’s aftersales services like
maintenance and analysis are unique and more effective.
This is the secret why GO ENERJI’s solar lamps are the best
in the global market.

In order to find new ways to provide solutions, we
regularly make different scientific experiments.
And we seek for new opportunities working for:

ELECTRONICS
Core developments.

MECHANICS
Alternating the techniques.

SOLAR CELLS

PARTICLE PHYSICS

For a new era.

The secret behind.

Since the day when
Albert Einstein has
discovered the science
“Photo Electric Effect” in
1905, solar energy
(Photovoltaic Energy)
didn’t change so much.
There is so much to
proceed.

Our responsibility is
improving the science.
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